Backflash as a security threat for quantum key distribution: quantification and protection
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INTRODUCTION

Quantum key distribution (QKD) [1, 2] is a quantum technology already present in the market. This technology will become an essential point to secure our communication systems and infrastructure when today’s public key cryptography will be broken by either a mathematical algorithm or by, eventually, the development of quantum computers.

A way to accelerate the integration of QKD technologies in everyday life is the development of traceable measurement techniques, apparatus, and protocols that will underpin the characterisation and validation of the performance and security of such systems [3, 4, 5]. This pass through the development of efficient measurement techniques for characterising counter-measures to hacking attacks on fibre-based QKD systems. Then, one of the main task of quantum metrology and standardization in the next future is ensuring that QKD apparatus works as expected, and appropriate countermeasures against quantum hacking [6, 7] are taken.

In our work [8], we consider the security of one of the QKD most critical (and quantum-hackered) components, i.e., single photon detectors based on fiber-pigtailed InGaAs SPADs [9]. We analyze their secondary photon emission (backflash light) that can be exploited by an eavesdropper (Eve) to gain information without introducing errors in the key (see Figure 1).

Exploiting our single-photon OTDR [10] setup we observed a significant light leakage from the detection event of fiber-pigtailed InGaAs SPADs. This may represent a significant security threat in all QKD apparatus. We provide a method to quantify the amount of potential information leakage, and we propose a solution to fix this potential security bug in practical QKD apparatus.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

The experimental setup used to analyze backflash light is depicted in Figure 2. A strongly attenuated pulsed laser sends photons at 1550 nm to the InGaAs/InP SPAD under test (DUT). The
backreflected light is analyzed using our photon-counting OTDR to quantify the amount of secondary emission photons that could serve as an information side channel to Eve. The source is a commercial 1550 nm pulsed diode laser with pulse width of 300 ps and an energy per pulse lower than 1 fJ. The laser output is sent to a single-mode optical fiber and attenuated to the single-photon level by exploiting a fiber-coupled variable optical attenuator (with a maximum attenuation of 60 dB) combined with an additional 20 dB attenuation from a 99:1 fiber coupler.

We analyzed the back-reflected and backflash light of two different InGaAs/InP detectors. The first one, DUT1, is a prototype single-photon detection module and the second one, DUT2, is the commercial IdQuantique ID201, widely used in research laboratories.

We measured the returned photons (due either to backflashes or back-reflections) as a function of time delay between the laser pulse emission and the detection by the OTDR detector (see Figure 3) and discovered that each type of DUTs has a unique, identifiable temporal profile, which gives away the information of the detector type and its manufacturer.

We obtain an information leakage $P_L$ of 9.8% for DUT1 and of 6.0% for DUT2. These results suggest that the information that Eve can get by observing backflash light is not negligible and countermeasures have to be taken in place.

We then characterized backflash light measuring the emission both in terms of detector parameters (parameter setting of the quenching electronics) and of spectral distribution. We investigated the
information leakage percentage in DUT1 for different detector operating condition, i.e. varying
detection efficiency, gate width etc.
We finally study the spectral distribution of the backflash emission, integrating in our OTDR
system a fibre optic tuneable optical filter before the OTDR measuring detector.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We underlined a huge presence of backflash light in commercial InGaAs/InP single photon detector
operating at telecom wavelength. These backflashes could potentially represent a serious security
breach in a poorly designed QKD system. A proper implementation of the QKD systems
should reduce significantly the information gained through such attack. Adding passive optical
devices such as isolators, circulators or spectral filters could prevent backflashes leaking out of the
QKD system.
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